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Introduction 

The Council is committed to improving its risk management performance to deliver better 

outcomes and greater public value for Derbyshire residents and businesses.   

 

The Council’s ambition is to be among the best performing local authorities for risk 

management by December 2024.  This strategy sets out how we will deliver this 

transformational ambition using a ‘one council’ framework to actively manage risk at all 

levels of the organisation, from elected members and senior officers to managers and all 

those on the frontline delivering services to the public. 

Feedback 

This strategy is kept under constant review and feedback is always welcome.  Any 

comments, best practice ideas and suggestions on how the Council can improve its risk 

management should be sent to: riskandinsurance@derbyshire.gov.uk 

Definition of risk management 

The Council has adopted the following definitions of risk and risk management: 

Risk 

A ‘risk’ is an internal or external opportunity, event, issue, relationship, process or resource 

which presents a degree of uncertainty in delivering a desired outcome.   

 

A ‘strategic risk’ is a risk which has a fundamental impact on the Council’s purpose, 

constitution, strategic aims and objectives and ability to carry out its statutory and other 

major obligations. 

 

An ‘operational risk’ is either a ‘process’ or ‘resource’ risk: 

mailto:riskandinsurance@derbyshire.gov.uk
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• ‘Process risk’ - a risk which concerns the policies, procedures, plans, practices and 

related vulnerabilities in successfully delivering the Council’s strategic and operational 

aims and objectives. 

 

• ‘Resource risk’ - a risk which concerns the human, financial, physical, information and 

intellectual resources of the Council required to successfully deliver its strategic and 

operational aims and objectives.  

 

A ‘major risk’ is a risk which has been assessed as ‘Red’ or ‘Amber’ using the Council’s 

corporate risk assessment criteria. 

 Risk management 

‘Risk management’ is the proactive identification, assessment, acceptance, and 

management of risks to successfully deliver the Council’s vision, aims, objectives and 

statutory obligations. 

The benefits of good risk management 

Good risk management offers the Council many benefits, including: 

 

• Creating greater public value by reducing uncertainty, leading to the delivery of better 

services and outcomes. 

• Protecting and enhancing the Council’s reputation as a local authority. 

• Ensuring statutory and other obligations are met. 

• Achieving greater organisational and community resilience. 

• Protecting the Council’s assets, including property and information. 

• Better decision making, management control, and resource allocation. 

• Increasing value for money from public funds and the Council’s other resources. 

• Minimising liabilities, including legal action and claims against the Council. 

• Improving assurance and public accountability. 
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Policy statement 

The Council is committed to being among the highest performing local authorities in 

England for risk management.  To deliver this ambition, the Council has adopted relevant 

risk management standards and an enterprise risk management (ERM) operating 

framework.   

 

The Council overall has a moderate tolerance of risk.  Acceptance of specific risks will be 

exercised flexibly according to business needs, benefits, and priorities. 

 

The Council will exercise a proportionate approach, focussing management attention on 

those risks with the highest potential impact on delivery and greatest uncertainty. 

Standards and performance  

The Council’s strategy is guided by the principles and aims of risk management, resilience 

and business continuity management set out in the following standards: 

 

• BS ISO 31000:2018 - Risk management - Guidelines. 

• BS 65000:2014 – Guidance on organizational resilience 

• ISO 22301:2019 – Security and resilience – business continuity management systems - 

requirements 

 

Progress will be measured using the CIPFA risk management capability framework. The 

Council aims to achieve the following levels of performance in all framework categories by 

the dates shown below: 

 

• Level 3 (Working) – by March 2022 

• Level 4 (Embedded and Working) – by March 2023 

• Level 5 (Driving) – by December 2024 
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All Departments are collectively and individually responsible for delivering the Council’s 

ambition and targets.  

 

Departments are accountable for progress to the Corporate Management Team (CMT) and 

Audit Committee, with advice and support available from the governance and corporate risk 

management groups, corporate risk and insurance team and internal audit. 

 Enterprise risk management 

The Council’s strategy is based on the ‘enterprise risk management’ (ERM) approach.  This 

means greater public value is delivered as: 

 

• The Council takes a ‘one council’ view of risk, focussed on the risks associated with 

corporate objectives and deliverables rather than Departmental boundaries. 

• Risk management is an integral part of good management and decision-making, 

embedded in the structure, operations, and processes of the Council at strategic, 

operational, programme and projects levels. 

 

This approach offers many benefits, including: 

 

• A consistent approach to risk management across the Council. 

• An overview of risks related to a service and deliverable, and their importance. 

• Ensuring statutory and other obligations are met. 

• Protecting and enhancing the Council’s reputation as a local authority. 

• Protecting the Council’s assets, including property and information. 

• Better decision making, management control, and resource allocation. 

• Increasing value for money from public funds and the Council’s other resources. 

• Minimising liabilities, including legal action and claims against the Council. 

• Achieving greater organisational and community resilience. 

• Improving assurance and public accountability. 
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The key elements in delivering this approach are: 

Culture 

• Creating a risk-aware culture – embedding risk awareness and management at all levels 

of the Council (described further in Section 8 below). 

Strategy and decision making 

• Horizon scanning – regular horizon scanning for external risks likely to have a strategic 

impact on the Council’s purpose and activities. 

• Critical decision making - informed risk assessment and recommendations for all critical 

decisions taken by Cabinet, CMT and departmental management teams, including how 

major risks will be managed. 

Management 

• Portfolio risk management - identifying and managing all strategic, process and resource 

risks in the context of specific services and objectives (i.e., deliverables). 

• Managing combined risk exposure – assessing and managing the exposure of all related 

risks across the Council. 

• Benefits management – ensuring that desired outcomes are achieved, by actively 

managing significant hazard risks and having effective contingency arrangements in 

place. 

• Minimising disruption – ensuring that unexpected disruption to delivery of critical 

objectives, services and core processes is minimised through effective business 

continuity management and planning. 

Reporting and assurance 

• Integrated performance reporting - corporate performance reporting on the delivery of 

objectives to include all directly related major risks and combined risk exposure.   

• Assurance - structured assurance arrangements for CMT, the Audit Committee and 

Cabinet, focussed on risk portfolios for Council objectives and core processes. 
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 Acceptable levels of risk 

The Council accepts that risk is an inherent part of innovation, pursuing new opportunities 

and delivering high quality services.  It also accepts that it is not possible, practical, or 

desirable to eliminate all risk from its activities. 

 

The Council therefore seeks to manage all risk within acceptable levels (its ‘risk appetite’ or 

‘tolerance’).  While overall having a moderate tolerance of risk, the level of risk accepted 

will vary between the opportunities being sought, activities being delivered and the overall 

risk exposure from combined risk of a similar nature.   

 

A flexible approach will be used, with balanced decisions made on a case-by-case basis to 

decide how much risk the Council will accept, taking account of the: 

 

• General guide to the Council’s risk appetite, shown in Table 1. 

• Potential benefits and disbenefits of accepting each risk. 

• Related portfolio of risk (e.g., property, financial investments, client groups etc.). 

• Impact on the Council’s aims, objectives, and reputation if the risk materialised. 
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Table 1 – Risk appetite guide 

Acceptability  

(or ‘tolerance’) 

Examples 

Lower acceptability  • Statutory responsibilities. 

• Safeguarding of vulnerable adults and children. 

• Health and safety of the public and employees. 

• Community safety. 

• Safety critical maintenance. 

• Larger investments with smaller returns or limited public benefit. 

Limited acceptability • Unproven policy and service innovations with a significant risk of 

failure, but with the potential for substantial public or economic benefit 

(a limited number of such innovations will be pursued at any time). 

Higher acceptability • Smaller investments with higher returns or wider public benefit. 

• New opportunities, potentially with substantial public or economic 

benefit, which have an existing evidence base and offer more certainty 

of a successful outcome. 

• Organisation and service efficiency measures which offer significantly 

improved performance, including ‘spend to save’ measures, with a high 

likelihood of success. 

 

 

Culture 

Risk management is the responsibility of everyone in the Council.  The Council therefore 

aims to promote a culture of active risk management at all levels of the organisation.   

Building a strong risk-aware culture offers many benefits, including: 

• A clear understanding by everyone that good risk management is fundamental in 

delivering the best outcomes. 

• Much greater awareness of different types of risk, and how it impacts on the wider aims, 

objectives, and reputation of the Council. 
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• Routinely considering risk in all decision making, with more significant risks quickly 

identified and escalated for higher-level management attention as needed. 

• Improved dynamic risk management, by developing an individual’s judgement in 

routinely considering and managing risk in all day-to-day activities. 

• Greater community satisfaction and fewer claims against the Council. 

Governance and management 

Responsibility and accountability for overseeing and delivering the risk management 

strategy, including promoting a risk-aware culture, are distributed throughout the Council.  

Specific roles and responsibilities are: 

Governance 

 Council Leader and Cabinet members 

The Council Leader and Cabinet members have governance responsibility, including: 

 

• Approving the Council’s risk management strategy and framework.  

• Receiving assurance from the Audit Committee on the Council’s risk management 

strategy, performance and implementation 

• Receiving the Managing Executive Director’s annual risk management report. 

• Receiving occasional reports on strategic risks affecting the Council. 

Audit Committee 

The Audit Committee has responsibility for detailed oversight and scrutiny of the Council’s 

risk management arrangements and performance on behalf of the Council Leader and 

Cabinet members, including: 

 

• Overseeing the corporate risk management strategy and framework and its 

implementation. 
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• Overseeing risk management by officers, including ensuring that risks are adequately 

considered when setting Council and departmental objectives and that only appropriate 

risks are accepted. 

• Regularly reviewing the corporate risk register and progress with managing major risks. 

• Monitoring the adequacy of the risk management arrangements and their 

implementation. 

• Overseeing delivery of the Council’s ambition to achieve Level 5 (Driving) on the CIPFA 

risk management capability framework, by December 2024. 

• Providing assurance to the Council Leader and Cabinet members on all aspects of risk 

management. 

Management 

Corporate Management Team 

The Managing Executive Director is accountable to the Council Leader and Audit Committee 

for risk management in the Council.  All members of the Corporate Management Team 

(CMT) have responsibility for: 

 

• Promoting a strong risk management culture. 

• Having a clear understanding of the external and internal risk environment, and the 

impact of this on the successful delivery of the Council and service delivery plans. 

• Ensuring that major risks and overall risk exposure are fully assessed and reflected in 

advice and recommendations for the Cabinet to make informed decisions. 

• Challenging risk management performance, including seeking assurance of satisfactory 

progress in managing all significant risks. 

• Leading and driving delivery of the risk management strategy, including the Council’s 

ambition to achieve Level 5 (Driving) on the CIPFA risk management capability 

framework, by December 2024.  

 

Corporate Risk Champion - the Corporate Risk Champion is an Executive Director 

nominated by the CMT to actively promote the aims of the corporate risk management 

strategy in the Council. 
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Corporate Risk Management Group (CRMG) 

The Corporate Risk Management Group (CRMG) has responsibility for: 

 

• Providing oversight of corporate risk management issues, including delivery of the 

Council’s corporate risk management strategy. 

• Regularly reviewing strategic risks to the Council for the attention of CMT and Audit 

Committee, including those for potential inclusion in the annual update to the Council’s 

corporate risk register.  

• Promoting the principles of enterprise risk management in the Council.  

• Maintaining an overview of the Council’s business continuity and contingency planning 

arrangements, including its interface with the Derbyshire Local Resilience Forum. 

• Considering corporate risk management training and development for Councillors and 

officers, including the development of specialist risk expertise. 

Senior management teams 

Each Executive Director is accountable to the Managing Executive Director for risk 

management in their department.  All senior department, directorate and division 

management teams have responsibility for: 

 

• Having a clear understanding of the external and internal risk environment, and the 

impact of this on the successful delivery of the service delivery plan. 

• Ensuring that significant risks and overall risk exposure are fully assessed, regularly 

reviewed, and reflected in advice and recommendations for the CMT and Cabinet to 

make informed decisions. 

• Regularly reviewing and challenging risk management performance, including seeking 

assurance of satisfactory progress in managing risks within the department and by each 

directorate and division. 

• Conducting a periodic self-assessment of progress by their department and each 

directorate and division in meeting corporate risk management performance targets 

detailed in Section 5 above. 
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Managers 

All managers have responsibility for: 

• Understanding and implementing the corporate risk management strategy. 

• Communicating and supporting good risk management practice in their teams. 

• Keeping abreast of all risks related to their responsibilities. 

• Ensuring that risks are actively managed, recorded and progress regularly updated on 

APEX and local risk action plans as necessary.  

• Promptly escalating issues to senior managers as necessary.  

All other employees 

All employees have responsibility for: 

 

• Managing risk effectively in their own jobs. 

• Using risk assessments effectively and suggesting to a manager where an assessment 

would be beneficial. 

• Reporting unassessed hazard risks to their manager. 

Corporate planning and delivery 

The consideration, understanding and informed acceptance of risks is an integral and vital 

part of corporate planning, delivery management and performance monitoring.   

 

Sufficient time will be given for the CMT, Audit Committee and Cabinet to consider and 

agree their appetite for proposed activities and risks prior to publication of the Council plan, 

corporate risk register and service delivery plans. 

Council plan 

When preparing the four-year Council Plan, due consideration will be given to the risks to 

the Council in setting specific aims, objectives, and key deliverables.  This will include, but is 

not limited to: 
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• The Council’s vision, mission and values. 

• The social, cultural, political, legal, regulatory, financial, technological, economic and 

environmental context at international, national, regional and local levels as 

appropriate. 

• Key drivers and trends. 

• External and internal stakeholders’ relationships, perceptions, values, need and 

expectations. 

• Statutory obligations, contractual relationships and commitments. 

• The Council’s strengths, weaknesses and capabilities, in terms of resources and 

knowledge. 

• Any limits set by statute or government policy on what the Council can do. 

• The overall portfolio of risk and risk exposure. 

Corporate risk register 

The corporate risk register will be compiled from the corporate planning process and 

published alongside the Council Plan from 2022-2023.   

The corporate risk register will contain those strategic and operational risks that could 

materially threaten the Council’s operating model, future performance, ability to deliver its 

statutory obligations and a balanced budget, may substantially affect its reputation, or 

which could prevent the Council pursuing and delivering its strategic objectives and 

significant new opportunities. 

Both the Council Plan and corporate risk register are public documents.  They are reviewed 

and updated annually. 

Service delivery plans 

Service delivery plans set out in greater detail how the aims, objectives and key deliverables 

described in the Council Plan will be delivered in each service area.   
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Following the principles of enterprise risk management, service delivery plans should refer 

to all major risks related to the delivery of core services, regardless of where responsibility 

for managing a risk rests within the Council. 

The proposed core services and related resource requirements form the basis for risk 

identification and assessment.  Many of the risk factors considered in preparing the Council 

Plan will be addressed in more detail, together with consideration of other factors. Risk 

factors will include, but are not limited to: 

• The relative public value created by each activity in relation to the risk appetite. 

• Relevant statutory requirements, standards, guidelines, and delivery models. 

• Available data, information systems and information flows. 

• Allocated capital and revenue budgets. 

• Savings targets. 

Risk management process 

Risk management is a dynamic, collaborative, and structured process.  The risk management 

process underpins decision making about service planning, including which new 

opportunities to pursue, through to the successful delivery and realisation of the intended 

outcomes and benefits. 

Service delivery 

All current services, programmes and deliverables should be supported by a full assessment 

of strategic, process and resource risks and a risk action plan.   

New opportunities 

The Council will pursue new opportunities where there is a justified benefit, and the related 

risks are acceptable.  All new proposals and business cases should include a full assessment 

of strategic, process and resource risks to support informed decision making by senior 

officers and members.   
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Risk management process 

The key elements of the risk management process are: 

 

• Communication and consultation. 

• Risk scope and acceptance criteria. 

• Risk identification and acceptance. 

• Risk management options. 

• Risk monitoring, review and reporting. 

 

These are described further below. 

Risk scope and acceptance criteria 

New proposals, services, programmes, and key deliverables in service delivery plans will 

provide the focal point and context for risk identification and assessment.   

The scope of risks covered will include: 

• All relevant internal and external strategic, process and resource factors which 

contribute to the successful delivery of each outcome and deliverable.  

• Wider considerations, including the potential overall exposure from related risks across 

the Council and significant impacts on the community, businesses, and partners.  

The criteria for risk acceptance will include consideration of: 

• The Council’s risk appetite in relation to the new opportunity, service, programme, or 

deliverable, weighing the intended benefits with hazard risks. 

• The nature and type of uncertainties (both tangible and intangible) related to the 

intended outcome and deliverable. 

• How wider impacts will be assessed. 

• The Council’s capacity to manage the risks during the period of delivery, including the 

robustness of management arrangements to deliver the intended benefits. 
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Risk identification and assessment 

All key risks which could prevent or disrupt achieving an objective or deliverable should be 

identified and assessed systematically.  The best available information should be used, 

drawing on the knowledge and views of internal and external stakeholders as necessary. 

Risk should be assessed using the scoring tables in Appendix A.  The risk impact scoring 

criteria may be reworded for customised use within programmes and projects, provided the 

risk impact grading criteria remain consistent with Appendix A for corporate reporting 

purposes. 

The complexity of the assessment needed will take account of the potential impact of a risk, 

both positive and negative, on the intended outcome and reputation of the Council.  

Relevant quantitative and qualitative information should be used in assessing the severity of 

a risk, which may include:   

• Tangible and intangible sources of risk. 

• Potential changes in the internal and external context, including emerging risks. 

• The potential for unintended, different, or multiple impacts and outcomes. 

• The actual and potential consequences for internal and external stakeholders, and their 

perception of the Council. 

• The nature, value and availability of resources. 

• Time-related factors. 

Due care should be taken to understand the limitations in knowledge and information for 

decision making, including reliability, assumptions, biases, and beliefs. 

Assessments will be documented and used in evaluating the acceptability of risks, obtaining 

approvals, managing the delivery of benefits, and for evaluating overall success in delivering 

the intended outcomes and organisational learning. 

Risk management options 

Decisions to accept risks will depend on a range of factors, including the Council’s overall 

risk appetite, obligations, discretionary goals and commitments, stakeholder views, financial 

and legal exposure, and reputational impact. 
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Risk acceptance 

Risk appetite and acceptance will depend on how well a risk can be managed, considering:  

• The balance of benefits and disbenefits of taking the risk, including the Council’s overall 

exposure to similar risks. 

• The benefits balanced with the cost, management effort, potential impact and likelihood 

of the risk occurring.  

• Acceptability to stakeholders. 

• Whether the risk has a higher or lower impact assessment.   

• The severity of the risk, and if management action can contain the risk within the 

Council’s risk appetite. 

Management options 

Four main options are available for managing risk (known as the ‘4T’s’).  

Management action for risks with lower impact will tend towards: 

• Toleration – accepting the risk with no active management action. 

• Treatment – active management action to control or reduce the risk exposure to an 

acceptable level. 

Action for risks with higher impact will tend towards: 

• Transfer – transferring the risk to a third party, usually through a contract or insurance. 

• Termination – not accepting the risk if it is judged too high, even after mitigation. 

The most appropriate option or combination of management options will be used for each 

risk and recorded in APEX. 

Risk management plans for major risks 

More detailed risk management plans will be produced for major risks (assessed as Amber 

or Red). Plans will specify management action, how it will be implemented and used for 

communication and monitoring progress.   

These plans should include the rationale for selecting risk management options, actions and 

intended impact, resources needed, any performance measures, constraints, when actions 
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are expected to be undertaken and completed, and reporting and monitoring 

arrangements. 

The risk management plans for major risks will be recorded in APEX. 

Business continuity and contingency planning 

A risk impact assessment should be completed for all core services, deliverables and supply 

chains, and appropriate business continuity and contingency arrangements put in place as 

necessary and maintained.   

These arrangements should be effective in managing the potential impact of a risk and 

building organisational resilience for critical services and functions in both emergency and 

non-emergency situations. 

The Civil Contingencies Act 2004 

The Council’s statutory responsibilities for business continuity are defined in The Civil 

Contingencies Act 2004.  As a Category 1 responder, the Council must maintain plans to 

ensure it can continue to exercise its functions in the event of an emergency so far as is 

reasonably practicable. 

The Council’s duty under the Act relates to all the functions of a Category 1 responder, 

which include: 

• Making provision for ensuring that ordinary functions can be continued to the extent 

required. 

• Maintaining plans to deal with emergencies. 

• Having arrangements to warn and inform the public in the event of an emergency. 

• Having a training programme for those directly involved in the execution of the business 

continuity planning. 

• Promoting business continuity management to businesses and voluntary organisations. 

In developing business continuity and contingency plans, departments should work closely 

with the Council’s emergency planning team as necessary, which is also responsible for co-
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ordinating with other Category 1 and 2 responders represented on the Derbyshire Local 

Resilience Forum. 

Monitoring, review, and reporting 

Management actions must be actively monitored and reviewed regularly to provide 

assurance that risks are being managed effectively.  Changes should be made if actions are 

not working or have created new risks which need managing.   

Risk recording 

Corporate strategic and operational risks will be recorded and monitored using the Council’s 

APEX performance reporting system being introduced during 2021-22.  

The use of APEX for recording strategic and operational risks does not replace the need for 

specific local risk assessment, recording and monitoring arrangements where these are 

appropriate.  This includes the safeguarding of individual vulnerable adults and children, 

legal cases, local health and safety assessments and similar examples.  

The risk management component in APEX will be developed progressively during 2021-2024 

to provide further analysis and management information as needed. 

Management team risk reviews 

Senior management teams should regularly review progress with risk management and 

identify any ‘rising star’ risks.  Priority should be given to the most significant corporate 

risks, with reviews as follows: 

• Red risks – at least every month 

• Amber risks – at least every two months 

• Green risks – at least every three months 

• Blue risks – at least every six months 

Corporate risk reviews and reports  

The timetable for corporate risk reviews and reports to support formal governance and 

senior management oversight is published by the Corporate Risk and Insurance Team at the 

beginning of each financial year. 
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A summary of main reviews and reports, including their audience and frequency, is shown in 

Table 2. 

 

Table 2 – Corporate risk reviews and reports 

Report Audience By whom Frequency 

Corporate risk register 

(alongside Council Plan) 

Public Cabinet Annually  

Annual report on corporate 

risk management 

Cabinet Audit Committee and 

Managing Executive Director 

Annually 

Performance and Finance 

Reports  

(by Cabinet portfolio) 

Cabinet 

Portfolio 

Holders 

Lead Executive Director and 

Director of Finance & ICT 

Quarterly 

Service delivery plans 

(incorporating major service 

delivery risks) 

Cabinet Executive Directors Annually 

Review of corporate and 

major service delivery risks 

by department or service 

area 

Audit 

Committee 

Executive Director/Directors Annually (each 

department or 

service area) 

Corporate risks exception 

report  

Audit 

Committee 

Risk and Insurance Manager Quarterly 

Corporate risks review (APEX 

report) 

CMT Risk and Insurance Manager Quarterly  

 

Service delivery risk action 

plans (APEX report) 

Senior 

management 

teams 

Executive Directors, 

Directors, and heads of 

teams 

Ongoing 

Cabinet/CMT Papers 

(incorporating risk 

assessments) 

Cabinet and 

CMT 

Lead Executive 

Director/Director 

As submitted 

Corporate risk reports 

(specific topics) 

Audit 

Committee and 

CMT  

CRMG As required 
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Lessons learned 

Consideration of lessons learned should be included in regular management reviews to 

identify best practice, understand, and learn from failures in all areas of activity, including 

projects, incidents, events, complaints, breaches, claims and accidents.   

Lessons which may have relevance for the wider Council should be reported to the 

corporate risk and insurance team, which will also support significant post-incident lessons 

learned reviews as required. 

Data protection 

No personal data will be recorded in the corporate risk register or APEX.   

 

Where personal data is required for risk management, this will be recorded locally in a 

confidential register maintained separately by the relevant department or team and 

managed in compliance with the Council’s information governance strategy and data 

protection legislation. 

 

Other sensitive non-personal data can be recorded and protected within APEX. 

Risk management training 

The CRMG will consider and advise on risk management training and development for 

members (in consultation with the Governance Group), Directors, managers and other 

employees.  This will include both general and specialist training and development needs 

and their delivery. 

 

All managers should ensure that risk management performance, skills development and 

training is included in all employees’ ‘My Plan’ and discussed during reviews. 
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Implementation 

An implementation plan to deliver the Council’s ambition and strategy will be approved and 

overseen by the CRMG, which will act as the programme board.   

 

Regular reports on progress will be provided to the CMT and Audit Committee by the 

Director of Finance & ICT. 

Further support 

Further information, advice, and support in implementing this strategy is available from the 

Corporate Risk and Insurance Team: RiskandInsurance@derbyshire.gov.uk. 

 

mailto:RiskandInsurance@derbyshire.gov.uk
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Risk assessment scoring tables 

A risk is assessed by taking account of: 

• Impact – the potential consequences if the risk materialised.   

• Likelihood – the likely time period in which the risk could materialise. 

Each risk is categorised according to its severity using the traffic light system shown in Table 

A1.   

Greatest emphasis is given to impact scores to highlight those risks needing the most 

management attention.     

 

Table A1 – Risk severity  

Impact 
Score 

Extremely 
high 

4 Green Amber Red Red Red 

 High 3 Green Green Amber Red Red 

 Moderate 2 Blue Green Green Amber Amber 

 Low 1 Blue Blue Green Green Green 

 None 0 Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

   1 2 3 4 5 

   Rare Unlikely Possible Probable Almost 
Certain 

   Likelihood 
Score 

    

 

 

Tables A2 and A3 show the detailed criteria for assessing likelihood and impact. 
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Table A2 – Likelihood scoring 

5 Almost certain The event is expected to occur every year 

4 Probable The event could occur every year 

3 Possible The event could occur every two years 

2 Unlikely The event could occur every five years 

1 Rare The event could occur every 10 years or longer 
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Table A3 – Impact scoring 

All relevant impact areas should be graded, with the highest scoring area (the ‘primary impact’) used to assess risk severity. 

Note 1: Confidential risk assessment of specific individuals, legal action or claims should be undertaken separately and recorded locally by the 

relevant Division. 

 

 
Impact 

grading 

Public and 

employee 

health, 

safety, and 

wellbeing 

Community Economy  Environme

nt 

Service 

Disruption 

Skills 

capability 

Legal Contracts 

and 

Partnership

s 

Information 

Security 

4 Extremely 

high 

Substantial 

level of 

harm to the 

health, 

safety and 

wellbeing of 

the 

community, 

members of 

the public 

Substantial 

disadvantag

e to large 

parts of the 

community 

and/or 

many 

vulnerable 

residents 

Substantial 

negative 

impact on 

the 

County’s 

economy, 

including 

hard 

infrastructu

re  

Internation

al and/or 

national 

environmen

tal damage  

Substantial 

external or 

internal 

disruption 

and/or loss 

of service 

(more than 

seven days) 

Substantial 

under- 

performanc

e from skills 

gaps and/or 

shortages 

Substantial 

legal action, 

claims 

and/or and 

penalties 

against or 

by the 

Council  

Substantial 

impact on 

service 

delivery 

from a 

contract 

and/or 

partnership 

failure  

Substantial 

breach; 

Information 

Commission

er Office 

(ICO) fine; 

loss of ISO 

27001 

certification 
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or 

employees  

3 High Significant 

level of 

harm to the 

health, 

safety and 

wellbeing of 

the 

community, 

members of 

the public 

or 

employees  

Significant 

disadvantag

e to large 

parts of the 

community 

and/or 

some 

vulnerable 

residents 

Significant 

negative 

impact on 

the 

County’s 

economy, 

including 

hard 

infrastructu

re 

Significant 

regional 

environmen

tal damage 

and/or 

failure to 

meet all or 

most 

internal 

climate 

change 

targets 

Significant 

external or 

internal 

disruption 

and/or loss 

of service 

(between 

three to 

seven days) 

Significant 

under- 

performanc

e from skills 

gaps and/or 

shortages 

Significant 

legal action, 

claims 

and/or 

penalties 

against or 

by the 

Council 

Significant 

impact on 

service 

delivery 

from a 

contract 

and/or 

partnership 

failure 

Significant 

external 

breach with 

no loss of 

sensitive 

data; or 

minor 

external 

breach with 

loss of 

sensitive 

data 

2 Moderate Moderate 

level of 

harm to the 

health, 

safety and 

Moderate 

disadvantag

e to large 

parts of the 

community 

Moderate 

negative 

impact on 

the 

County’s 

Moderate 

regional 

and/or 

major local 

environmen

Moderate 

external or 

internal 

disruption 

and/or loss 

Moderate 

under- 

performanc

e from skills 

Moderate 

legal action, 

claims 

and/or 

penalties 

Moderate 

impact on 

service 

delivery 

from a 

Significant 

internal 

breach with 

no loss of 

sensitive 
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wellbeing of 

the 

community, 

members of 

the public 

or 

employees 

and/or 

some 

vulnerable 

residents 

economy, 

including 

hard 

infrastructu

re 

tal damage 

and/or 

failure to 

meet many 

internal 

climate 

change 

targets 

of service 

(between 

24 to 48 

hours) 

gaps and/or 

shortages 

against or 

by the 

Council 

contract 

and/or 

partnership 

failure 

data; or 

minor 

internal 

breach with 

loss of 

sensitive 

data 

1 Low Minimal 

level of 

harm to the 

health, 

safety and 

wellbeing of 

the 

community, 

members of 

the public 

or 

employees  

Minimal 

disadvantag

e to the 

community 

and/or 

some 

vulnerable 

residents 

Minimal 

negative 

impact on 

the 

County’s 

economy, 

including 

hard 

infrastructu

re 

Minimal 

regional 

and/or local 

environmen

tal damage 

and/or 

failure to 

meet some 

internal 

climate 

change 

targets 

Minimal 

external or 

internal 

disruption 

and/or loss 

of service 

(less than 

24 hours) 

Minimal 

under- 

performanc

e from skills 

gaps and/or 

shortages 

Minimal 

legal action, 

claims 

and/or 

penalties 

against or 

by the 

Council 

Minimal 

impact on 

service 

delivery 

from a 

contract 

and/or 

partnership 

failure 

Minor 

external or 

internal 

breach with 

no loss of 

sensitive 

data 
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0 None No impact No impact No impact No impact No impact No impact No impact No impact No impact 
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All risks have the potential to impact on the Council’s reputation.  Each risk is given a 

separate reputation impact assessment, as shown in Table A4. 

 

Table A4 – Reputation impact assessment 

Extremely High Lasting or permanent national/local brand damage resulting from adverse 

comments in national press and media.  Members/Officers almost certainly 

forced to resign. 

High Temporary national/local brand damage lasting up to two years from coverage 

in national and/or regional press/media.  Members/Officers potentially forced 

to resign. 

Moderate Temporary local brand damage lasting up to one year from extensive coverage 

in regional press/ media.   

Low Temporary local brand damage lasting up to a few weeks from minor adverse 

comments in regional press/social media. 

Extremely Low Negligible local brand damage from limited adverse comments with minimal 

press/social media. 

 

Each risk is assessed for the potential range of capital and/or revenue loss to the Council if 

the risk materialised, as shown in Table A5.   

 

Table A5 – Financial impact assessment 

Band 8 Loss over £20 million 

Band 7 Loss between £10 million and £20 million 

Band 6 Loss between £5 million and £10 million 

Band 5 Loss between £3 million and £5 million 

Band 4 Loss between £1 million and £3 million 

Band 3 Loss between £100,000 and £1 million 

Band 2 Loss between £50,000 and £100,000 

Band 1 Loss under £50,000 

Band 0 No financial loss 
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The information from these assessments is recorded in APEX.  An additional classification of 

risks is also included in APEX to enable analysis and reporting as required.  
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Appendix B – Glossary 

4T’s The four management options to tolerate, treat, transfer, or terminate a 

risk 

APEX The Council’s performance management information system 

BS British Standard 

Category 1 

responder 

Designation of corporate statutory obligations for business continuity and 

contingency planning under the Civil Contingencies Act 2004 

CIPFA Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy 

CMT Corporate Management Team 

CRMG Corporate Risk Management Group 

DMT Department Management Team 

ERM Enterprise risk management 

Impact The potential consequence of a risk if it occurred 

ISO International Organisation for Standardisation 

Likelihood The probability of a risk materialising 

Major risk A risk which has been assessed as ‘red’ or ‘amber’ 

Operational risk A process or resource risk 

One Council Collective and unified action by the whole Council focussed on delivering 

successful public service outcomes from the objectives stated in the Council 

and service delivery plans 

Process risk A risk which concerns the policies, procedures, practices and related 

vulnerabilities in delivering the Council’s operational objectives 

Resource risk A risk which concerns the human, financial, physical, information and 

intellectual resources of the Council required to successfully deliver its 

strategic and operational aims and objectives 

Risk An internal or external event, issue, relationship, process, or resource which 

presents a degree of uncertainty in delivering a desired outcome 

Risk appetite The acceptability or tolerance of a risk  

Risk management The proactive identification, assessment, acceptance, and management of 

risks to successfully deliver the Council’s vision, aims, objectives and 

statutory obligations 
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Strategic risk An external or internal risk which could have a fundamental impact on the 

Council’s purpose, constitution, strategic aims and objectives and ability to 

carry out its statutory and other major obligations 

Terminate Rejection of a risk if it is judged too high, even after management action is 

applied 

Tolerance The acceptability of a risk after necessary management actions are applied 

Tolerate Accept a risk with no further management action 

Transfer Passing a risk to third party, usually through a contract or insurance 

Treat 

 

Active management action to control or reduce the risk exposure to an 

acceptable level 
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